Board Elections

Headlight

This month CRW members will elect three of
the nine CRW Board of Directors.
There
were ten this year since Sam Johnson served
on the board as required of all outgoing
presidents.
The three regular directors
whose terms expire this year are:
David Brahmer
Sam Hull
Patty Kirkpatrick

The recently passed bicycle headlight bill
went into effect on October ]], 1983. It
affects nearly everyone who rides a bike
at night.
Those of you who already use
lights probably don't have to be all that
concerned.
There are also some changes to
the laws on the use of reflectors which
everyone should also be aware of.

Based on nominations sent to the board,
and those made at the August and
September Board meetings, the following
members are on the ballot:
David Brahmer,incumbent
Greg Canty
Mark Lamkin
Carol Tesiero
All members should vote for three candidate
using the ballot enclosed.
Write in
candidate sill also be accepted.
You will
notice the ballot postcard is addressed to
John Kane. John must receive all ballots
by November 15. (That means it must be in
the mail before then!)
It only costs l3¢
to mail the postcard, so don't delay.
If you live near Medford you can ride it
by for free.

See Candidate
Membership Application
Bicycle Helmets
Light ing Law
Candidate Statements

Statements

Law

Meeting the requirements of the new
law is very easy and need not cost very
much. Almost any light, including a leg
light, will meet the legal requirement.
The law, simply stated, says that one must
display a front facing white light during
the same hours required of motor vehicles and must be able to be seen for
at least 500 feet. Also, one must display a rear facing red light or red
reflector (you have a choice here) which
must be able to be seen for at least 600
feet.
Front, rear and side facing reflectors or
reflective material is still required, but
the type to be used is no longer specified
and the visible distance has been increased from 200 feet to a minimum of 600
feet.
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Chapter 85, sections llA, lIB, and llC of
the General Laws defines the bicycle
laws. I recommend everyone read them.
Sections have been reproduced in the
newsletter.
A complete copy is available
at any public library upon request.
David Brahmer

Lighting

Law P.5

WheeZpeopZe

CRW Application I Release Form

~

CRW membership includes membership int the:
League of American Wheelmen. If renewal,
do NOT mail your LAW dues separately to
the LAW as they are included in your
CRW dues. Please include your LAW number
(on your American Wheelmen magazine).

LAW ff
(if renewal)

PHONE

_

I will not hold the CRW, its officers or
members responsible for any injury or
damage encountered while participating in
any club function.

PARENT SIGNATURE
------------(if under 18)
DATE ---------TOTAL ENCLOSED
Dues: $20 individual, $26 household,
$30 sustaining membership

··
··:MAIL TO:
:

Karen Lease, 44 Meacham Road,
Somerville, MA 02144

~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TOURING EXCELLENCE
FOR UNDER $450.00
THE BIANCHI RANDONNEUR
SEE IT AND COMPARE

e •••

The Charles River Wheelmen is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the advancement
of bicycling through the sponsorship of
rides and other social activities. CRW is
a 100 percent chapter of the League of
American Wheelmen and works with other
groups to encourage government and
industry to act favorably toward the
interests of all bicyclists. Membership
in CRW entitles members to take part in
the club's year-round rides program, as
well as full membership in the League of
American Wheelmen. CRW members also
receive a free subscription to WheelPeople, the club's official newsletter.
Wheel People is published monthly.
Address all correspondence to Wheel
People, _3 Bow St., Cambridge, MA 02138.
OFFICERS AND COORDINATORS
President - Jill Lewis
Vice President - Dave Brahmer
V.P. of Rides:
- Patty Kirkpatrick
- Mark Lamkin
Information - Jacek Rudowski
Editor - Susan Cavalli
Membership Editor - Karen Lease
Coordinating Editor:
- Jim Broughton
Advertising Editors:
- Walter McNeil
- Greg Canty
Treasurer - Don Blake
Mileage Coordinator:
- Edson Trumbull
Social - Bill Piekos
Awards - John Kane
Winter Rides - Walter McNeil
Secretary
- Mike Hanauer
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dave Brahmer
Jill Lewis
Mike Hanauer
Sam Hull
Sam Johnson

641-1066
387-3243
648-4095
877-4489
361-5273

969-7418
623-7418

329-1586
861-7294
275-7878
332-8546
395-5699
396~2230
329-1586
862-5927

Patty Kirkpatrick
Karen Lease
Dick Lewis
Jeffrey A. Luxenberg
Edson Trumbull

3) For the above example, what is the
angle of the bicycle to the real
wind when the apparent wind angle
is maximum?

Editor's
Mailbox
In response to greatly appreciated
feedback from friends who commented on
the quizes in the last two issues, I
decided to add the following questions:
1) For a "back-to-back" time trial
course, what is the optimum angle
between the course and the wind?
(Assume a straight course.
The angle is optimum when the back-toback time is shortest.)
a)

0

b) 45

c)

67.2

c)

90

2) A bicyclist, whose "still air
speed" is 10 mph, rides a full,
circular loop with the presence of
a 10 mph wind.
What is the maximum
value of the apparent wind angle
~S-rIde?
- (Note: 0 means
.
head wind, 180 means tailwind.
Apparent wind is the flow of air
that is received by the rider on
the moving bicycle.
It has the
combined speed and direction of
both bicycle and wind.)
Remember:
The bicyclist does NOT ride at
10 mph.

Many thanks to all who took the time
t6 take the quiz.
My reply to those
who say they "flunked the quiz" is
that the quiz is not intended as a
test or challenge but as a means to
convey the information.
Multiple
choice answer suggestions are intended
to stimulate thinking.
I asked these
questions because I was surprised with
their answers myself and wanted to
share the surprise.
In other words, I
flunked the quiz, too!
- Osman Isvan
P.S.
The shortest way between two
points is the straight line connecting
them.
Is it also the quickest?
(Suppose there is a strong headwind)

The CRW wishes Mike Hanauer and Paul Bowser
speedy recoveries from recent bicycle
crashes.

Notices
Newsletter

Editor

Needed

Sue Cavalli, the current newsletter
editor, is retiring and is looking for
someone to fill her place ASAP.
The
editor is responsible for coordinating
and assembling material submitted to
the Wheelpeople.
For more details,
contact Sue at 969-7418. If you are
at all interested but do not want the
editorship in it's entirety, inquire
anyway, maybe something could be
worked out.
Membership

Coordinating

Needed

Karen Lease, membership coordinator,
is retiring from her position after a
year of service.
If you are interested in helping out, contact Karen at
623-7418; the position is not a major
time committment.

LAW Affiliation
In January all members will be invited to
attend an open forum on the pros and cons
of 100% LAW affiliation.
If you have any
questions or comments regarding this
matter, please contact a Board member
or mail any written material to CRW,
3 Bow St., Cambridge, MA
02138.
Winter Club Meetings
Anyone who has an idea for winter meetings
or wishes to sponsor one please contact
Jill Lewis or write to CRW, 3 Bow St.,
Cambridge, MA 02138.
We have a classroom in Cambridge where meetings can be
held

GUIDE

TO
BICYCLE
HELMETS
Need One? Yesl
The League of American Wheelmen's thousands
of members ride every day on America's roads,
streets and paths. Hard experience in this large
group has shown that an accident can happen to
even the most careful. Head injuries account for
75 percent of all bicyclist deaths. Odds are that if
you know of someone who died in a bicycle
accident, he or she died of a head injury.
When you see those L.AW. members riding,
you will see a large percentage of them in helmets.
Nobody expects to have an accident, but if one
should happen to you, it is essential to have head
protection. "Road rash" and broken bones do
heal-scrambled brains may not.
There are other benefits. Car drivers see you
better and take you more seriously, the helmet
provides shade, hailstones do not make a dent,
and you will generally be seen as a more sensibie
rider. But the main reason to wear a helmet is to
protect against brain damage.
What to Look For
Like motorcycle helmets, agood bicycle helmet
must be able to absorb impact energy to prevent
brain injury. Research shows that this requires
three elements. First, a hard, full-cover shell is
required to spread impact energy in a collision
with a sharp or pointed object. The shell can have
some vents and still be strong. Fiberglass, Lexan"
and ABS plastic all make good shells. Lexan can
be damaged by solvents, certain decals, paint or
tape, but it seldom is in actual use. (See "The
Wrong Stuff Can Make Your Helmet Crazy,"
American Whee/men, February 1983.)
Second, a good helmet must have a liner made
of non-springy, hard foam to absorb shock and
not bounce back at your head. For this purpose
every good bicycle and motorcycle helmet now
on the market uses expanded po:ystyrene-a
slightly harder version of the familiar white beercooler foam used to protect eggs and stereo sets
from impact during shipment. Springy foam can
be added for fit, but it is worth very little in a hard
crash, when the firm polystyrene must be there to
absorb the energy of the impact.
Finally, the helmet must stay on your head even
if you hit a hard surface more than once-a car,
perhaps, and then the street. So the helmet
needs a strong strap. Cured nylon is the best. The
fastener must be equally tough. Look for a topquality buckle (preferably of stainless steel) or
the strong, durable, reliable O-rings.
Comfort Testing
Since 1974 the Washington Area Bicyclist Association has tested dozens of helmets for comfort,
and continues to test new models. In most climates
coolness, ventilation, sweat control and fit are

the top comfort requirements. Air must circulate
either through vents or in the space between the
helmet and the head. Hot summer days require a
sweatband for enthusiastic riding. Tennis sweatbands work, but a pad in the front of the helmet is
cooler. Weight is less important in comfort. Most
good helmets weigh 16 to 20 oz., and most riders
quickly adjust to that weight.
Crash Testing
The Snell Memorial Foundation, a non-profit
foundation which conducts helmet research and
promotes improvements in head protection, crashtests bicycle helmets in their laboratories, using
dummy headforms and controlled drops to simulate actual street accidents. Snell also tests the
strap and fastener for strength. Their resuits
show that nine models currently in production
provide acceptable levels of protection. Here are
comments on each:
EXCELLENT
Outstanding crash protection but heavy
and hot. A DOT approved light motorcycle helmet.
Can be used comfortably in cooler weather if the
soft, hot, fitting foam is removed and replaced by
foam dots or pads to allow air to circulate around
the head. A separate sweatband is still necessary.
Available only by direct order from American
Sports, 2970 Maria, Compton, CA 90221.
Fury

VERY GOOD
Bell Biker
Proven combination of excellent protection, comfort, weight, ventilation and durability.
Nearly all riders can tolerate it year-round in most
climates. Needs careful fitting for maximum comfort and best position on the head. Deserves its
position as the nation's most popular helmet.
Bell Prime
Now produced in Sweden. Solid
shell with air channels underneath for cooling air.
No sweat control. Not quite as cool or comfortable
as the other Bell models.
Bailen
Solidly made, highly protective helmet
with a solvent-resistant ABS shell and inner liner
covering the polystyrene liner. No vents, but
cooling air circulates underneath for results about
equal to the Bell Prime. About half of our test
panel found that the four headband mounting
tabs dug into their heads after 20 minutes or so
(despite the softer tabs on the current models),
so try carefully for fit before buying.

VERY GOOD-CONDITIONAL

The Law

Bell Tourlite Bell's newest model, a well-designed,
highly-protective helmet which unfortunately was
introduced with a cheap plastic buckle. The buckle
has now been upgraded, but Snell has not yet
tested the new one. The Tourlite is slightly heavier
than the Biker, definitely cooler, and definitely
more expensive. If you buy this helmet be sure
you are getting the new buckle. If you bought the
earlier one, Bell will provide a replacement buckle
on request, which the user can install.
GOOD
Hanna Pro-New Model
Comfortable and reasonably cool, with a fiberglass shell. Impact protection is not quite up to the Bell/Bailen standard.
Hanna Pro's earlier model was ranked in the
"Poor" category, so be sure you are getting the
new one with white polystyrene liner, not squishy
grey foam.
Supergo
Essentially the same as the new Hanna
Pro above, with similar level of protection. The
house brand of Bikecology mail order company
(1515 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403).
Nicely made and competitively priced.
MSR
A fine helmet first introduced in the early
1970's and improved steadily since through several model changes. Has accumulated a good
reputation for protection of heads in real-life
crashes. Well-made and durable, with comfort
and ventilation about equal to the Bells, but
needs further improvement in impact protection
to regain its place in the top rank.
FAIR
Cooper SK2000
The only hockey helmet wetested which showed any promise at all in the
crash tests, but offers only marginal protection.
The test panel found it hot.
OTHERS
WABA and Snell have also recently tested the
Cooper SK600, Cortina Brancale, old model Hanna
Pro, Griffin, Pro-Tee Firefly, Pro-tee PTH3000,
Pro-tee PTH4000, Schwinn, Skid Lid and Skid
Lid II. Based on the impact tests the two organizations do not recommend any of them.
Price and Where to Buy
The Fury and Supergo are available only by
mail order. The other helmets are all readily
available in local bicycle shops at prices which
range from $25 to $50. Buying at a good shop
offers potential help in fitting-insist
on it-and a
chance to try the helmet on before you buy. Mail
order houses can be cheaper if you already know
exactly what you want and the size you need and
can handle the fitting yourself. No matter where
you buy, helmets are undeniably cheap compared
to their benefits, often costing less than a jersey
or a derailleur and outlasting either one. Price is
no excuse to delay your purchase. Your brain is
priceless!
The Clincher
Ask any cyclist with a helmet if the purchase
was a good one. It is certain the answer will be
yes. Do not postpone buying a helmet. Some
riders buy one right after they have an accident,
but some riders never have that second chance.
~League of American Wheel men 1983. Reproduction in whole
or in part is limited to bicycle clubs affiliated with the League of
American Wheel men, and must include L.A.W. membership
application. Any other reproduction in whole or in part without
permission is prohibited.

By Mr. Bachrach, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 12751 of
George Bachrach, the League of American Whef>lrnen. by Sarah L. Hcartt.
and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to further protf'C't hkyc1ist~- and en·
sure their safety on the road. Public Safety.
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ACT TO FURTHER PROTECT IJ!CYCU~T.c.;
SAFETY

Be it enacted
COll,t

by the Senate

assembled,

0"

A:'-;Il

TO E:'-;SUiE

TIn:m

TI IE ROAD.

alldHoi/.w'

and by the anthol'll.'!

o[ RC))J'csclI!ulil'es

ill Cellc/III

of thc .Wl/lle, a., [Ol101(,S:

1
Section HB of Chapter 8:) of the General Laws, as most
2 recently amended by Ch:,pter kllG of the Ac·ts of 1973, is hereJ by further amended by striking out clauses (81 and (9) and
4 inserting the following in plal'c thereof: 5
(8) During the period from one half hour after sunset to
6 one half hour before sunrise, the operator shall displa:-' to the
7 front a lamp emitting a \\'hite light visible from a distance of
8 at least SOil feet, and to the re;\l' either R lamp emitting a red
~) light, or a red reflector \'isible for not less than 6(j(1 fect when
III di rectly in front of li\\\'ful ]ower be:lms 01 headhml"
on :1
11 motor vehicle. A gmel'ator po\wred hmp whic'h emiLs light
12 only when the bicyl'ie is mO\'ing shall meet the requil'emen1.s
1:; of this clause.
14
1:)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

(9) DUl'ing the period from onc half haul' after sunset to
one half hour before sunrisc" the opel':l1or shall displa:-' on
each pedal a refle('tor, or around each ankle refle(·tive material visible from the front and rear for a distancc of 6CX) feet,
and reflec10rs or reflective material, either on said bicycle or
on the person of the operator, visible on eaeh side for a distanee of 600 feet, whcn in the lawful lower beams of headlamps of a motor vehide. A bicycle 01' its operator may be
equipped with light or reflcctors in addition to those required
by clauses (8) and (9).

1898 20th Century lamp, $1.74
1898 Search light lamp, $2.74
Prepaid in the li. S.
\\'(. 11l,lke this offer
to lntrlldui
t' ('Ill" Cut
Price
Bicycle .sundry Catalogue.
.h
,I

it':",.\

\\"l!lHln.

.\L1ilt.:d In.'e.

111,lI,n

"',I\n

St.
N • Y• S POrt'109 G00 dS CO. 61NEWNassau
IORK.
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7:30 PM

NOVEMBER 1, TUESDAY
"CRW Board Meeting"

Members Welcome~
At MIT, Building 10,
Room 178 (10-178) on the ground floor
under the Great Dome, 77 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge.

Our regular
season goes from early Spring to late Fall; it
includes Sunday rides that have at least two differentlypaced routes.
The routes are arrowed in advance by the
leaders, and sometimes maps are distributed.
Our ~inter
Frostbite
Rides are informal;
the pace and routes are mutually decided by the hardy group that shows up to brave the
elements.

10:00 AM
Newton
Centre

On all CRW

rides.

please

arrive

at least

15 minutes

Centre, Beacon and
Streets, Newton
Belmont Town Hall, Pleasant
and Concord Ave., Belmont
(40 miles-IO:30 AM).

Richard Klein (491-6975), Debbie Martel (489-4133), and Lorraine Mastropieri (492-8449) will take us on easy
to gently rolling terrain on their
popular (but previously rained out)
ride through Newton, Medfield, Millis,
Dover, and Sherborn.
If you prefer
not to carry your lunch along the entire ride, you're in luck because the
ride leaders have reassured us that
you can bUy food along either route.

Mail CRN vote to John Kane.
He must
receive your vote by November 15th.

10:00 AM
Larz Anderson
Brookline

Lincoln Town Library, Sandy
Pond Rd. and Trapelo Rd.,
Lincoln (25 miles-ll:15 AM).
Mike Gengler (484-5088) will lead us
on a ride through Lincoln, Weston, and
Wayland.
Those choosing the longer
route will meet the riders on the
short loop in Lincoln.
Weston Center
will be the location of the lunch stop
where you are able to buy lunch.

NOVEMBER 24, THURSDAY
"Thanksgiving"
Happy Thanksgiving~
Enjoy.
Come to
the last arrowed ride of the season on
Sunday.

Park,

Start:
Marie oeuerlein
(734-5323H, 253-2722W)
and Robert Yriart (492-1398) have discovered two routes leading out from
Brookline that combine the beautiful
estates of Brookline with those of the
near western suburbs.
Don't miss the
chance to climb Brookline's highest
point, Summit Ave.

Ski lift parking lot, Great
Blue Hill, Rte. 138, near
the Canton-Milton
Line.

Late season addition, "frostbite
rides" to start next Sunday instead of
today.
Eric Ferioli (235-4762) will
lead us over moderate to rolling terrain through Canton, Quincy, Hyde
Park, and Randolph.
This ride was
originally planned by our Winter Rides
Coordinator, Walter McNeil.
Lunch can
be bought in Norwood, where there is a
Friendly's.

before

·~FroH~bite~
starting time so the 'ride can start on time.
In addition,
always bring a pump, a small patch kit, and wrench and
screwdriver,
a map and, most importantly,
the knowledge
to
use them.

During the narrowed rides season,· CRW also sponsors Saturday
Show and Go rides which meet at 10 a.m. each Saturday at
the start of the previous Sunday's arrowed ride.

DECEMBER 4, SUNDAY
"Season's first frostbite

11:00 AM
ride"

DECEMBER 6, TUESDAY
"C~ Board Meeting"
Members Welcome!
At MIT, Building 10,
Room 178 (10-178) on the ground floor
under the Great Dome, 77 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge.

~
Ride Program for 1984
It may only be November, but plans are
being made for next year's ride
program.
Each year, at the club's Christmas party,
CRW members are sought to lead rides. If
you've never led a ride, you might want
to volunteer as a co-leader.
And, even
if you won't be attending the party, you
can volunteer by calling Mark Lamkin
at 877-4489 before the party . . . that
way you can select a prime date.
How about
Saturday rides next year, there's always
opportunities
to lead a ride!

~

Rl(I(~H ~

Well folks, it's frostbite ride time
again.
Beginning in December (on December 4th) and ending in late March,
r1des will be Show and Go.
During
this time, we have some of the "best"
riding of the year.
Think of it, the
cool, crisp air awakening your senses
and new, refreshing scenery exposed,
no longer hidden by the foliage.
Join
other bicycle enthusiasts and stay in
shape.
Riding in New England through
the winter is possible and enjoyable
especially when you're in a group.
For each of the winter rides, a starting time and location are designated.
The group attending the ride decides
the length, direction and food stops
of the route.
Dress appropriately;
bring mittens, ski mask, wool socks,
and your enthusiasm!

Natick Common
Rtes. 27 & 135
Arlington TOwn Hall
Mass Ave. & Rte. 20

FUJ I • SHOGUN • RALE I GH • ROSS
Confused about road maps?
Order:
"Everything You've Always Wanted to
Know About Reading a Road Map ••••But
Were Afraid to Ask" by mail.
Send
$2.25 plus two first class stamps to:
Rosalind Schilder
P.O. Box 153
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19466
The map-sized booklet contains useful
tips on how to decipher the various
symbols used in road maps.

PARTS • SALES • SERVICE
.;

OUR WEEKLY

IN STORE

SPECIALS

CANNON DALE • CYCLE PRO· AVANTI • RAZO?
CLOTHING by:

PROTOG

LE COQ SPORTIF

RUGGER

FAMILY BICYCLE
CENTER
149

A BELGRADE

ROSLINDALE

AVE.

323-9720

- NEAR Perfect

It promised to be the event of the
summer. From first hand experience, it
turned out to be all of that. The New
England Area Rally (NEAR) was held on
August 12-14, 1983. It was a weekend
filled with rides, exhibits, movies,
demonstrations, and much, much more.
Held at Worcester State College, NEAR
was centrally located to all of the 11
sponsoring clubs. The weather, although
a little doubtful early in the weekend,
cooperated, and it turned out to be a
perfect biking weekend. By Saturday
afternoon, it had cleared off completely
and was beautiful for the Bar-B-Que and
square dance.

c1fb

~

WHEEL WOD K6
•

Ace Wheelworks, 2044 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge
876-8200

•

Mystic Valley Wheelworks,
889 Main St.
Winchester 729-0425

Stock and Custom

raCing and touring frames by

Peter Mooney

BICYCLES & CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
SALES. SERVICE

ACCESSORIES. CLOTHINC

No MasterChargt
Ot Visa
on Club Di ,",'(lUn ts.
Please.

The only problem with going to NEAR
was that there was so much to do, it was
difficult to decide what to do next~
Select 1 (or more) of 18 rides offered
varying from 6 to 100 miles
Test ride a recumbent
Talk with old friends
Meet new friends
Attend a workshop on wheelbuilding,
tandem touring, effective cycling,
bike repairs, racing, and more
See a movie about an Alaska-Florida
bike trip or the movie "A Sunday in
Hell" about the Paris-Roubaix bike
race
Go to a square dance
Visit the pub
Pig out at a Bar-B-Que and Ice Cream
Smorgasbord
Brouse through exhibits and demonstrations of bikes, clothes, and every
conceivable accessory
Watch Dan Henry undress while riding
on rollers: (I wouldn't have believed it had I not seen it for
myself)
Oh, so much to do~! And I tried to do
it all in one day. I made the mistake of
going out only for the day on Saturday.
Next time I will plan on staying at the
college for the weekend. There were
several things I would have done had I
had more time.
The organizing committees, who spent
countless hours behind the scenes during
the months prior to NEAR, deserve a great
amount of praise for a job extremely well
done. Considering the fact that an event
of this magnitude for this area had never
been attempted,and that all organizing
began from scratch, they did an outstanding job. My congratulations to
everyone involved. It will be a tough
act to follow.
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EAST PROVIDENCE CYCLE CO.

EAST I'IlOVIDENCE

SPECIAL PURCHASE:
REYNOLDS 531 -- CAMPY
Schwinn SUPERIOR: List:
$ 899.95
** While they last NOW: $ 599.95

C'ft:LE CO.

414 WARREN AVE.
EAST I'ROVIDENCE •.
11102914

!'HONE 434·3138

v

FRAME:

"~c~:~~~;REYNOLDS
~

PARAMOUNT Design Group (U.S.A.) hand-brazed
throughout, chrome-moly fork; 39" wheelbase

COMPONENTS:

REYNOLDS 531 d.b.
w/eyelets.

FULL CAMPAGNOLO Gran-Sport equiped: hubs, crank, pedals,
derailleurs, head-set, seat post; Gentlemen rims.

This is a once-in-a-decade
opportunity to own an AMERICAN made, hand·
built REYNOLDS 531/CAMPAGNOLO equiped sport-touring bicycle at a
price that's as outstanding as the PARAMOUNT DESIGN GROUP's
reputation!
Standard SCHWINN "No Time Limit" Warranty,
LIMITED SUPPLY: 19~ and 21~ sizes

Reynolds 531 Frames
$239.951
Now you can purchase the Schwinn SUPERIOR frame described above
(REYNOLDS 531 d.b. throughout, chrome-moly fork) and upgrade
yourself--or a member of your family--to a top-of-the-line ride
at a bottom line price •••only $ 2390950
The 19~ and 2l~ frame
sizes are ideal for many women and younger riders.
These frames
are standard BSA threaded so they will accept the most widely
available components.
And they will take either 27" or 700C
wheels.
Think about the possibilities .•.but act fast! At this
low price, the demand will be greater than the limited supply!
Available

EXCLUSIVELY

at EAST PROVIDENCE

CYCLE

A Campagnolo-equipped,
American
made bicycle is as close as

EAST PROVIDENCE CYCLE CO.
414 Warren Ave
East Providence,
RI 02914
EAST I'IlOVIDENG£
CTCLE

co.

414 WARREN AVE.
EAST PROVIDENCE,
III 02914

!'HONE 434·3838

v

434-3838

Easy to get to! Just Take Rt. 95 South
to Rt. 195 East.
Take Exit 6 and you'll
be right at our door. Open Daily: 9-5:30
Tuesday and Thursday open 'till 9:00 p.rn

Wheelpeople

Candidate

Statements

c:c::::================================
Last month, Dave Brahmer's candidate statement WaS inadvertently
left out of the
newsletter
(deadlines, you know).
But
here it is, along with reprints of the
three other statements which appeared in
last month's issue.

Dave Brahmer
Once again I am a candidate for election
to the club's Board Of Directors. During
the past 3 years as a board member, and
currently as Vice President, I have seen
many changes take place in the operation
and direction of the club. The operation
and scheduling of rides for the regular
rides program is more defined and the
club is slowly changing its image from a
'Racing' club. I think there is still
much more the club can do however. I would
like to help the club in areas of bicycle
safety education and in the level of
member participation in club rides and
activities.

Mark Lamkin
As a member of the CRW for more than
five years, I have seen it evolve in a
favorable way. The club has become
less "racing-oriented", while ride
lengths have been varied at both the
short and the long ends. This year, I
have shared the vice presidency of
rides with Patty Kirkpatrick.
I
strongly believe that the board and
the rides committee work in concert
since mo~t people join CRW because of
our Sunday rides program.
To this
end, I have decided to run for a position on the board of directors.
I will encourage the club to strive on
maintaining a Sunday rides program
geared to sport riding, to encourage
skilled cycling behavior, to encourage
member-organized tours, and to encourage continued social exchanges with
after ride parties and interclub rides.

Carol Tesiero

As Co-Advertising Editor, I have trl~d
to provide ads for the newsletter so
that it can remain large enough for
Sue Cavalli to keep it informative and
entertaining.
I have worked to add
stores that offer discounts to club
members.
I have tried to help in
small ways such as helping with century rides and soliciting bike shops
for door prizes for the club banquet.
My interest in club matters has led me
to regularly attend board meetings.
I
would like to contribute more to the
club as a member of the board.

As a bicycle commuter and recreational
rider, I am concerned with bicycling
traffic and safety issues.
I feel the
vehicular status for bicycle issues is
very important and support the LAW in
its continuing efforts to achieve this
end.
I would like to see the CRW encourage
new and occasional cyclists by adding
shorter loops of approximately 10-15
miles--a distance which would also be
suitable for family riding and singleand three-speed bikes; another possibility would be short Saturday breakfast rides which would allow club riders to socialize more leisurely than
is often possible on longer Sunday
rides. I would like to encourage more
input from Club members--this input
could be in the form of letters to the
Wheelpeople editor, questionnaires, or
perhaps general meetings.
I think cycling is
creation and as an
automobile, and as
continue to promote
bicycling.
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Mileage
Lisa Fitzgerald
(1)
Glen Coffman
John Kane
Bill Sweetser
Linda Harvey (1)
Sue Cavalli (1)
Annemarie Altman
Bill Case (1)
Gene MacGregor
(1)
Peter Fink (1)
David Gotthelf
Jim Thorburn (1)
Hayne Miller
Chris Lucas
George Caplan (1)
Dick Lewis (2)
Cutler West
Sam Johnson (2)
Melinda Thedens (1)
Dave Brahmer
Howard Moore*
Jordan Freedman
Carl Grant (2)
Cathy Buckley
Ron Gilbert (1)
Dave Thedens (1)
Jack Canty
John Morash

10,498
Joe Cormier
8,423
Jerry campbell
8,349
Don Blake
8,231
Ned Weld
7,632
Ed Trumbull
7,500
John Vanderpoel
7,300
Peter Reagan
6,700
Elaine Braun-Keller
6,045
Lee Howard
5,486
Mike Hanauer (WW)
5,486
Osman Isvan
5,150
Greg Canty
4,937
Pete Moss
4,845
Bob Fisher
4,768
Carol Tesiero
4,575
Dick Buck (1)
4,507
Bob Harvey (1)
4,483
Jeff Luxenburg
4,315
Ed Hutchinson
4,200
Mark Becker
4,066
Jim Broughton
3,899
Bill McGrath
3,572
John Gregory
3,492
Eliot Specht
3,354
Debbie Luxenburg
3,272
Jack Donahue (1)
3,172
Paul Bowser (WW)
3,110
Jacek IRudy"Rudowski
3,025
Ron Messier
2,945
Bruce Wisentanner
2,897
"Dick Howe
"Etm,l1~Bielaw.a (2)
2,737
2,642
M~rkR~maly\
2,560
Marc Altman

$1.

2,305
2,150
2,093
1,991
1,99(
1,971:1
1,860
1,846
1,767
1,720
1,605
1,522
1,386
1,300
1,254
1,208
1,177
1,118
1,098
1,046
1,012
976
944
927
839
830
796
706
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35 Payson Road
MA 02178
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DAVID R BRAHMER
9 Hatch Street
Everett, MA02149
(617) 387-3243

~72 Halnut St.
:..iewtonville, HA
02160

172 Harvard

6 Thoreau Street
Concord, Ma
369-8268
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Our thanks to Ken Dempsey
of the CRW Wheel people:

the printer
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Bike Shop Discounts
o Ace Wheelworks.
Cambridge

2044 Mass. Avenue
876-8200
o Mystic Valley Wheelworks
889 Main Street
Winchester
o NOrtheast Bicycles
102 Broadway (Route 1)
Sauaus

o The Cycle Loft. 1644 Mass. Avenue
Lexington
862-7048
28 Cambridge street
Burlington
272-0870

o International Bicycle Center
70 Brighton Avenue
Allston
783-5804
o Laughing Alley Bicycle Shop
51 Harvard Avenue
Allston
783-5832

o Lincoln Guide Service; Lincoln Rd.
Lincoln

259-9204

The Charles River Wheelmen
3 Bow Street·
Cambridge,

MA 02138

57 JFK St •• Galeria
Cambridge

34 Cambridge
Burlington

St.

